transmission experiment with alloptically labelled packets consisting of ASK modulated payload and orthogonally modulated DPSK label is demonstrated. The limitation of the laser linewidth and the input extinction ratio are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION All-optical label switching is of increasing interest in fulure packet-switched WDM networks because individual packets can be switched through an optical network element without being converted from optical to electronic format [I] . The optical label can he achieved by a modulation which is orthogonal to the intensity modulated payload, e.g. phase modulation [2]. Therefore, if the wavelength is also kept as a label 111, a two-level optically labelled packet will be generated through this orthogonal modulation scheme.
Here, we report on the investigation of the transmission properties of all-optically labelled data using ASK and DPSK orthogonal modulations for the payload and label respectively. We discuss the influence of the laser linewidth and ASK extinction ratio and report the first experimental transmission of 10 Gbitis ASK payload data with 2.5 Gbit/s DPSK label over 50 km, clearly demonstrating the feasibility of this combined modulation formats scheme.
11. THEORY Transmission of both payload and labeliheader is essential in packet-switched networks. The advantage of the ASKDPSK scheme is that it carries the optical label in-band on the same wavelength as the payload. However the ASK payload will induce cross-talk on the label due to fiber nonlinearity, while the DPSK label will degrade the payload due to phase-toamplitude modulation conversion induced by the fiber chromatic dispersion. The laser phase noise is also a critical parameter for the direct detection of the DPSK label. Fig.1 shows simulation results outlining the influence of the laser linewidth at different label bit rates for a IO Gbir/s modulated ASK payload with extinction ratio equal to 3 dB. The maximum acceptable laser linewidth is proportional to the label hit rate with a factor of 0.04, which means that for a 156.25 Mhiris label, the required laser linewidth has to be below 6.25 MHz, whereas for a 2.5 Ghids label, the allowable laser linewidth is lower than 100 MHz. In the following experimental study, the use of a lowlinewidth external cavity laser enables to meet those requirements.
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. Holm-Nielsen, Christophe Peucheret, Palle Jeppesen III. EXPERIMENT The experimental setup is shown in F i g 2 The signal source is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL) working at 1552.5 nm. The signal is first intensity modulated by a Mach-Zehnder modulator. The DPSK label is then impressed by the subsequent phase modulator. The transmission span consists of 5Okm standard fiber (SMF) followed by 8.6km dispersion compensating fiher (DCF). At the receiver, a fibre one bit delay demodulator is used for the DPSK label. The measured receiver sensitivities of the payload and the label as a function of the extinction ratio are shown in Fig.3 . As expected, we observe a trade off between the extinction ratio requirements for the payload and the label. A degraded extinction ratio is known to result in penalty for the payload, whereas the extinction ratio should not be too large so that the phase modulated label can be recovered. An extinction ratio of 2.84 dB was used for transmission. The signal power at the SMF input was set to 6dBm. After transmission, the label shows a low power penalty, which is below 1 dB. However, the payload has a relatively large penalty up to 8dB (see Fig.4 ) because of the low extinction ratio. The eye diagrams for the original data and the transmitted signal are shown in Fig.5 . Due to the intrinsic amplitude fluctuation of the intensity modulated payload, the received label eye diagram has a multi-level structure. Both the payload and the label can be obtained error-free after 50km transmission.
111. CONCLUSION We have demonstrated the feasibility of using orthogonal ASWDPSK modulation for all-optical labelling. The signal requirements in terms of extinction ratio and laser linewidth have been analysed. Error-free transmission of both payload and label has been demonstrated over a 50 km SMF dispersion (d) back-to-back label at 2.5 GbiUs, (e) label after 50 km transmission, (0 pure DPSK signal after 50 km transmission.
